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Presenter
Presentation Notes
RAP is doing some significant work on where we think rate design is going. Publishing in about a month. Here is a preview.



Introducing RAP and Rich 

• RAP is a non-profit organization providing 
technical and educational assistance to 
government officials on energy and 
environmental issues. RAP staff have 
extensive utility regulatory experience. RAP 
technical assistance to states is supported by 
US DOE, US EPA and foundations. 
– Richard Sedano directs RAP’s US Program. He 

was commissioner of the Vermont Department of 
Public Service from 1991-2001 and is an engineer. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
RAP advises statesI have been on the New England scene for 30 years



Agenda Discussion Points 

– Encourage wise use of energy and reduce the use of 
energy at peak times 

– Avoid creation of cross subsidies that would 
encourage inefficient use or production of energy 

– Consider adoption of optional rate designs for each 
customer class that encourage efficiency 

– Encourage the addition of distributed generation 
with the right size, location and operating times to have 
positive impact on the grid and the cost to serve 
customers 

– Revenue adequacy via Implementing decoupling  or lost 
revenue recovery mechanisms 

– Promote use of smart meter/smart grid 
technology/consider time of use, real time pricing 
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Principles for Modern Rate Design 
Universal Service: A customer should be 
able to connect to the grid for no more than 
the cost of connecting to the grid.   
Time-Varying: Customers should pay for 
grid services and power supply in proportion 
to how much they use and when they use it. 
Fair Compensation: Customers supplying  
power to the grid should be compensated 
fairly for the value of the power they supply.   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to start with principles that animate our thinking about rate design. We have boiled it down to these three, addressingUniversal Service and accessValue based prices based on volume and time (we also favor locational differentiation)And value based compensation for customer generation



Distributed Generation is Growing 
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+ 30% per year 
Since 2001 
Cumulative: 11+ GW 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vital backgroundDistributed Generation is growing and while it remains a small fraction of total energyThe exponential growth driven by declining costs and better business models can be surprising(covers next slide too)



Costs Continue to Decline 
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Why Reassess? Why Change? Why Now? 
A Decentralized Grid Rising 

• On site generation 
– Prices to deploy are trending down 
– Electricity users value choice 

• To secure prices 
• To assure zero emissions, to do their part 
• To be cool 
• To cooperate with neighbors 

• Automation (comms, smart systems, stds) 
keeps it simple while chasing value 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With these trends in mind, coupled with improved technology enabling automation (and storage)Environmental imperativesAnd other personal motivationsWe expect significant growth in customer resources to continue, andTo present regulators new challenges



Consumer Perspective 

• Rates are Prices 
• Prices represent a message to consumers 
• Utility Prices signal system value 

 
• Consumers have new choices,  

– Respond to value 
– Exit is … (your vision here) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We see prices as the way consumers receive information on the value of their consumption and investments, whether it is a long run marginal cost of added consumptionOr savings in long run utility investments owing to the cumulative effects of many customers investing in their own resources



Grid Value from DG – Differentiate by 

• Time 
– Peaks and managing predictable solar, CHP 

patterns 

• Location 
– High marginal cost places 

• Attribute 
– Unbundled energy, capacity, ancillary 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wise UseManaging PeakCustomers can avoid consumption through choices and investment in the most economically efficient way if prices reflect grid value, differentiated by time, location, and attribute



Cross-Subsidies 

• Subsidies are endemic in utility rates 
• Averages smooth out distinctions among 

customers 
– They don’t all just average out 

• Rough justice coupled with some 
intentional bias is the norm 

• Explicit, appropriate subsidies are fine 
– No more 
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Rate Design Options for a Modern Grid 
from RAP paper: Smart Rate Design for a Smart Future 

• Time of Use (with critical peak) 
• Demand charge 
• Net metering 
• Minimum bills 
• High Customer Charges 
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses 
• Subscription demand charges 
• Bidirectional rates 
• Value of solar 
• Fees imposed on DG users 
• Feed-in-tariffs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I mentioned that we are producing a new rate design work next month – these are some topics wecover, we cover a few todayNow – value of TOU w critical peak



A Fixed TOU Rate in Use 
• On-Peak 

Summer: weekdays 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
 
Winter: weekdays 7 a.m. - 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. - 9 p.m. 

• Intermediate-Peak  
Summer: weekdays 7 a.m. - 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. - 11 p.m.  
Winter: weekdays 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

• Off-Peak  
Summer: weekdays 11 p.m. - 7 a.m.   
Winter: weekdays 9 p.m. - 7 a.m., Saturday, Sunday, holidays 
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Presentation Notes
This is a real TOU rateThere is effort to reflect value by time of day, day of week andseason



Sample Time of Use with Critical Peak:  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We like adding a critical peak element in the form of high cost kwhsPeak costs can be recovered in the premium from users at those timesCustomers respond to a day ahead signalRecovery Act experiments show critical peak rates to be effective if they are properly designed



A Peak Time Rebate in Use 

• Delaware Delmarva Power and Light 
(DPL) has a critical peak rebate program 
for residential customers.  

• Customers receive a $1.25 credit for every 
kWh they reduce their usage below a 
baseline during an event.  

• Customers get this credit automatically; 
they do not have to enroll in the program. 

• DP&L: http://www.delmarva.com/Peak-Energy-Savings-Credit.aspx 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead of a higher rate, rate designers can choose to use a peak time rebate to motivate reductions on peak through rewardsTechnology, AMI, is important in order to get the baseline from which to measure the responseHomily on value driven rate design and how we like this approach for how customers can get the hang of it, and how the critical peak part addresses peak in a powerful wayBecause it appeals to real time behavior w/o real time rate



Opt In 

• Why would a customer choose an 
unfamiliar rate design? 
– Demonstrated savings 

• Shadow bill 
• Opportunity/Control “Smart Home Rate” (NY) 
• “stick it to the man, beat the system” 

– Low/no risk (PTR in MD) 
– Validators (CNT real time rate in IL) 

• Opt in rates have a weak track record 
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Is “Opt in” a stop  
on the way to mandatory/”opt out?” 

• Findings from ARRA Smart Grid Projects 
– Many interesting ones 
– Customers are “sticky” 
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Rate Design Options 

• Time of Use (with critical peak) 
• Demand charge 
• Net metering 
• Minimum bills 
• High Customer Charges 
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses 
• Subscription demand charges 
• Bidirectional rates 
• Value of solar 
• Fees imposed on DG users 
• Feed-in-tariffs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some talk of mass market demand charges, but we have concerns



Demand Charge 

• Addresses system peak costs if it is a 
coincident peak charge 

• To motivate consumer response, use a 
short ratchet period (daily is best, 
monthly is better than annual) 

• A daily demand charge and a well 
designed TOU rate with a critical peak 
converges in effect, latter seems easier to 
understand, manage 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most proponents of mass market demand changes are thinking non- coincident peak – easier, low techA Coincident peak demand charge at least has a relationship with system costs. A non-coincident peak demand charge has no meaningful relationship with system costs.A demand rate is a usage rate, some mistaken think this is “fixed”We want customers to be able to avoid usage ratesA ratchet design that lasts for a month or, worse, a year, becomes unavoidableA daily demand charge can adjust behavior, especially if it is only applied during the peak seasonWhile we can envision a well-designed demand rate, We still find it second best To a TOU rate with a critical peakWe find that a customers will tend to find a time based rate easier to manage than trying to manage their daily peak



Lots of Diversity at the Transformer 
26-Unit Apartment Complex, L.A. Area 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart about electric demand for customers in an apartment complex over 12 hours illustrates the problem with a non coincident demand rate.In fact, customers have different schedules and habits-- they essentially share demand, as indicated by the red barsBut if we just measure their non-coincident peaks, the blue bars result



Which Parts of the System Are 
Designed Based on NCP Demand? 

Only the line 
transformer and 
service drop must 
handle the 
customer Non 
Coincident Peak 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The customers non coincident peak drives the cost of the customer’s individual serviceOther facilities are shared by customers with a diverse usage profileSo a rate design could focus on recovering this customer-specific cost in a non-coincident demand charge, But I have doubts that is worthwhile



Rate Design Options 

• Time of Use (with critical peak) 
• Demand charge 
• Net metering 
• Minimum bills 
• High Customer Charges 
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses 
• Subscription demand charges 
• Bidirectional rates 
• Value of solar 
• Fees imposed on DG users 
• Feed-in-tariffs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also look into net metering



Nearly Every State Authorizing Net 
Metering 

• Solar service industry growing 
– Making use of declining material cost 
– Making use of favorable federal fiscal policy 

• Some states supplement the deal 

– “Soft costs” declining 
– Lease business model removes first cost 

barrier 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Net metering has been successfulSimpleAdded to federal tax creditAllows businesses to match willing customers with technologyBusinesses are improving and standardizing their methods and soft costsGovernment sharpens its processes, that helps alsoStandard Financing methods developing



Net metering growth 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Growth has continued



Maturing Solar: 
Changes Ahead for Net Metering? 

• Compensation method suited for infant 
industry 
– Emphasis of Simple compensation and 

interconnection 
– Rough compensation “close enough” at 

smaller numbers 
– When higher numbers create a financial effect 

on the utility, a more rigorous compensation 
method can be considered 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For all the positives about net metering, Important to talk about its limitationsValue is important in rate design and can be better represented in DG compensationConsider a change when its numbers get large enough to make a difference – a matter for evidenceNo need to abandon the simplicity of net metering preemptively as that can stifle DG growth in a state,states at less than a small penetration in residential markets are far away from needing to reconsider net metering



Rate Design Options 

• Time of Use (with critical peak) 
• Demand charge 
• Net metering 
• Minimum bills 
• High Customer Charges 
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses 
• Subscription demand charges 
• Bidirectional rates 
• Value of solar 
• Fees imposed on DG users 
• Feed-in-tariffs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some places are reconsidering net meteringMinimum Bills



Rate Design Options 

• Time of Use (with critical peak) 
• Demand charge 
• Net metering 
• Minimum bills 
• High Customer Charges 
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses 
• Subscription demand charges 
• Bidirectional rates 
• Value of solar 
• Fees imposed on DG users 
• Feed-in-tariffs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And high customer charges are hot topics



Revenue Assurance: 
Monthly charge increase or Minimum Bill 

• Raising assured monthly collection from 
members in order to reduce risk of revenue 
erosion from customer resources 

• Monthly charge increase - risks: 
– Lower usage rate below long run marginal cost 

adds demand, raises overall costs 
– Motivating consumers to bypass, or 
– Only partially solving revenue adequacy leaves 

problem in place 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why --- It seems that rate design is also seen by some as a means to assure revenue for the delivery companiesfacing risks of revenue erosion from customer investments.There are risks in raising the monthly charge if the result is an energy charge below long run marginal costOr if the cost of customer defection gets low enough that saving the high monthly charge pushes some to a defection decisionIf raising the customer charge to nearly $70 month, as Madison Gas & Electric proposed is what it takes to collect all embedded costs in the monthly chargeMany places will not allow this to occurIn Wisconsin, they raised the customer charge to $20, so revenue adequacy is not solved ANDLong run marginal cost is greater that the volumetric rateSo customers will use more, eventually causing avoidable capital investmentsMore expensive than customer resources that would be motivated by a proper volumetric rate



Price Elasticity at Work 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A higher fixed cost produces a lower volumetric rate like thisLowering usage rates raises consumption – a -.2 elasticity is shown hereRoom for debate but elasticity not ZEROBut if consumption leads to pollution and increasing capital and risk, that is a problem caused by inefficient rates
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead of a high customer charge we can consider a minimum billWith a minimum bill, the change in the bill for most customers is smallIn this example, the first $15 of usage is paid for in the minimum billProvides the utility some measure of revenue assurance from low use customersOnly for low use customers is the change significant



Customer Specific Costs Appropriate 
for the Monthly Customer Charge 

• Billing 
• Collections 
• Share of 

transformer 
and service 
drop 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A customer demand charge that covers more than these service elements is departing from regulatory practice Without good cause



Rate Design Principles for DG Users 

• DG users should not experience discrimination 
• Time-varying rates are appropriate in both directions 
• PV user should be able to connect to the grid for no 

more than the cost to connect 
• PV user should be able to avoid the retail rate for all 

on-site consumption of on-site power 
• PV user should pay for T&D service at non-

discriminatory rates for all power received from the 
grid 

• Recognize “value of solar” to the grid when 
establishing fair rates and compensation for DG users 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a modified set of principles for regulators to consider that focuses on DG customersIt addresses rate designAccessThe idea that the customer investment is a substitute and an alternative to utility investmentAnd suggests that the value of solar can represent the priorities and values of a given state, including societal values



Complementary Policies 

• Distribution Planning 
• Revenue Adequacy and throughput 

incentive solutions 
• Outcome-based regulation 
• Technology (Advanced meter 

infrastructure and the smart grid) 
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Distribution Planning 

• Largely done today outside the view of the 
regulator 

• Keep depreciation line steady 
– Fill in urgent projects to fill budget 

• In most places, still a one-way system 
– But signs of change are evident 
– Can distribution planning drive distributed 

resource deployment? And vice versa? 
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California and New York 

• California PUC has directed its utilities to 
open up the distribution planning process 
– Use DG and DR as primary resources 

• NY PSC in its Reforming the Energy 
Vision process has set its utilities on a 
similar path 
– Anticipates avoiding significant grid costs 

from typical solutions 
– Note transfer of cost from utility to customers 

choosing to deploy DG and DR 
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Decoupling 

• A way to address revenue assurance 
without affecting rate design 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The issue of revenue assurance has a solution that does not involve rate design
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The decoupling mechanism is simple and has a great deal of experience



Outcome-Based Regulation 

• Used for isolated 
– EE, reliability, customer service 

• Could be more significant in driving utility 
behavior, performance, and earnings 
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The System We Grew Up With 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The evolution of the one way grid to the two way grid is underway



A Vision of A Future System 
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US DOE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technology with computing and communications coupled with growing customer interest suggests a grid that will be decentralized



Technology 

• What will motivate technology on utility 
side of the meter? 

• What will motivate new meter technology? 
• What will motivate efficient, responsive 

and producing technology on the customer 
side of the meter? 
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Investment Incentives for all 
Emerge from Regulation 

• Planning to produce information 
• Prices to convey information 
• Earnings to drive behavior 

 
• It is not just operating the pieces we have 

better 
– It is driving efficient investment that manages 

costs for decades 
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Trends are Clear 

• More automation 
• More choices for individuals 

– Potential for more consumer interest for 
services 

– What happens if storage becomes more 
accessible to consumers? 

• What will utilities and their regulators do? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automation in end usesAutomation On utility side to manage the system and include customers as a resourceCustomers who will have more choicesChoices that can help the systemOr enable the customer to bypass the system, or defect from it, if the system is not meeting needs, or is more expensive than it can be



About RAP 

 The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-profit team of experts that 
 focuses on the long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the power 
 and natural gas sectors. RAP has deep expertise in regulatory and market policies 
 that: 

 Promote economic efficiency 
 Protect the environment 
 Ensure system reliability 
 Allocate system benefits fairly among all consumers 

 
 Learn more about RAP at www.raponline.org 

rsedano@raponline.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think efficient prices can be the result of all the lessons we have accumulated in 50+ years since BonbrightAnd we can avoid a rate design regime that too heavily weighted to address the concerns of the utility companies and are not sufficiently considerate of customers, their needs and their options
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